Impaired stimulus-outcome but preserved stimulus-response shifting in young substance-dependent individuals.
Substance dependency has been related to an impairment in executive functions and to a dysfunction of the frontal cortex. In this study we developed two experimental tasks, which are physically identical, to analyze whether substance-dependent individuals are impaired in shifting response patterns (stimulus response links) or preferences (stimulus outcome links). To increase the specificity of the dependent variable, we also used two control tasks to analyze for unspecific performance deficits. We included 35 young subjects with polysubstance abuse (International Classification of Diseases, F19.2 ICD 10 diagnosis, mean age of 22 years, maximum age < 27 years) and 18 normal controls, but for a first step focused on only 22 patients and 15 age-matched controls, because we excluded all patients with an IQ below 100. The results show that the substance-dependent individuals are selectively impaired in shifting object preference (stimulus-outcome links) and not in shifting response patterns. They moreover show a higher general impulsivity as reflected in their faster responses than controls on all tasks except the stimulus-outcome task. In a second step we replicated these results by analyzing the original groups of 35 patients and 18 controls. We argue that substance-dependent subjects show an impairment only on specific executive tasks, and these tasks concern stimulus-outcome link shifting, which has been associated with the functioning of the orbitofrontal cortex, not of the lateral prefrontal cortex.